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That was the year that was

W

The UK case brought by its regulator, the Financial
Conduct Authority, has, in part, reached the Supreme Court
in the past few weeks and both policyholders and insurers
are equally invested in the result.
Whatever the outcome, policyholders and insurers are
predicting a renewed investigation of policy wordings and
how they might play out if a claim materialises.
While arguments have raged about whether insurers
have got it right in asking for more money for less cover
during a pandemic, the facts are that almost all risk
managers are reporting challenges in negotiating their
insurance renewals with the insurance sector and also facing
tough questioning from boards, which are wondering
why they have to pay more just as they are cutting costs
everywhere else in the business.
As if the combination of the pandemic and tough
insurance renewals was not enough, risk managers are also
facing plenty of other things to keep them awake at night.
The changing work-life balance is an example of that.
Although it will be ultimately up to senior management
to make strategic decisions about whether their offices
stay open, risk managers are being asked for risk advice
on changing employee contracts, reputational risks on
redundancy measures and are working hard with their HR
colleagues on myriad issues.
As the pandemic struck and lockdowns were imposed,
workers took to their homes in their millions, creating yet more
worries for risk departments, as cyber risks suddenly surged.
Making sure the new home workers maintained cybersecurity
was a job for the IT department, but again risk managers were
quickly part of the more strategic conversation.
So, no wonder that, after a year like 2020, the party
balloons and fireworks will be out as we celebrate the start
of 2021 and say goodbye to one of the toughest years on
record. But as an optimist, I would say that challenges
produce opportunities – the future may be different to that
envisaged back when 2020 started, but there is no reason to
think it will be a bleak one.
All that remains for me to do is say a huge thank you to
our sponsors HDI Global and Brokerslink. Without their
support, the survey would not be possible. And also a big
thanks to all those who took part in our survey – it has been
a difficult and tremendously busy year and we really do
appreciate you taking time out to talk to us.

hen we started out in 2020, there was the
natural buzz in the air that comes with any
new decade. Fresh opportunities abounded
while the world seemed on a relatively settled economic
pattern. How wrong all those new year hopes turned out
to be. As we approach the end of the year, it is hard to find
anyone unhappy to see the back of 2020.
News of a possible vaccine to protect us all against
Covid-19 has come just in time for us all to approach the
coming year with renewed hope – this time that life can return
to something approaching ‘normal’ at some point in the year.
Not every business has had a totally torrid year however – it
has been very sector specific. But pretty much whatever sector
you work in, we have had personal upheaval with lockdowns
and restrictions impacting both our work and our social lives.
Looking ahead, normal is likely to become a combination
of working from the office and from home, international
business travel is likely to remain restricted to those who
absolutely have to travel and attending conferences may
also remain a virtual experience for some time to come.
But it is not all doom and gloom. European risk managers
have truly shown their resilience, adapting to the new
environment and ensuring they continue to show their
professionalism. In fact, many reported that their boards are
taking a fresh look at risk management and its role within the
organisation in the wake of the pandemic.
And risk managers reported a fresh opportunity to
discuss longer-term issues such as climate change risks. They
explained that those ‘not in my lifetime’ issues have suddenly
been found to be an ‘in my lifetime’ threat and have forced
boards to reconsider their approach to those outlying risks.
That is not to say the boards are suddenly going to
approve massive insurance spends to protect their bottom
line against climate change per se but it is a sign, said the
risk managers, that those outliers are being factored into
strategies like never before.
In fact, the pandemic has heightened awareness of all
risks and how they can morph from a manageable event
into a shock to the entire economic system.
The question of insurance has become a particularly
thorny one throughout 2020. Those 2019 trends of insurers
looking to push rates up and changing terms and conditions
as well as deductibles have hardened in 2020.
Added to that, the global controversy over business
interruption policy wordings is taxing the courts worldwide.
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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A once in a lifetime challenge?
As soon as the Covid-19 pandemic reached European shores, the way of doing
business changed dramatically and new risks emerged to challenge risk management
departments across the continent. We look at the views of risk managers across Europe
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his has certainly been a
unique year. All those puns
about 20/20 vision back
in 2019 sunk without trace and
without even a smile as the world
realised what lay ahead, courtesy of
Covid-19.
No one was forecasting such
an event would hit the world so
devastatingly and so rapidly, and
even those lucky few who had
pandemics on their risk radars
and had bought insurance, freely
admitted they had not factored in
the shock to the global economy.
It comes as no surprise then
that in the Risk Frontiers Europe
Survey 2020, 85% of risk managers was a real factor but how it could
said Covid-19 had impacted their
be managed.
These concerns have not gone
business and 77% admitted they
had not had pandemic on their risk away in the Covid-19 environment.
In fact, many risk managers reported
list before Covid-19.
that, because of Covid-19 and its
It is probably no surprise either
devastating impact, their
that supply chain risks and
boards are more concerned
business interruption (BI)
than ever before about
also shot up their risk
81%
those ‘outlying’ risks.
lists. Asked what their
said risks to
the business
Risk managers across
c-suites considered to
have increased
the continent agree this
be the highest risks
this year
is a golden opportunity
in 2020, supply chain
to not only show the true
disruption and BI were
value of risk management but
thought to be the highest risk
also to bring their boards’ attention
for the c-suite.
to the risks that have previously
Interestingly, this was followed
been parked.
by concerns about sustainable
credentials, then cyber and human
resources risks.
For the risk managers themselves, CHANGED WORLD
Covid-19 has had plenty of
they mirrored the c-suite with all
unexpected consequences and
three concerns at the top of their
not all of them are negative.
lists too.
Some businesses have boomed
Looking back at a pre-Covid-19
through lockdowns – take IT
world, the 2019 survey revealed
businesses, for example. The likes
that climate change, cyber risk
of Zoom and Teams have gone
and then BI topped the list. At
from underused corporate tools to
that time, risk managers were not
household names.
debating whether climate change
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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Some 85% of
risk managers
polled in the Risk
Frontiers Europe
Survey 2020 said
Covid-19 had
impacted their
business
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The world has learned to work
from home and the concept of
blended working looks set to
emerge, as people return to a mix of
office working and staying at home.
One of the huge positives to come
out of the pandemic is that, for many
people, there is likely to be a reengagement with work. Many admit
to being jaded by endless commuting
and long office hours. Those who
dreamed of the home office have
now had a taste of the reality, while
many are as eager to return to work
with a renewed respect for those
water-cooler meetings.
But, for every upside, there
is a down. Covid-19 has
disproportionally impacted certain
industries – aviation and hospitality
among them, to name just two.
Companies have been battling for
survival and living on reserves and
government handouts.
Sadly, second-wave lockdowns are
likely to result in more bankruptcies
and closures, with the accompanying
unemployment issues.
6

2020

5

“Many of the risk
managers reported the
door to the boardroom
being open wider. They
believe their profession is
taken more seriously now
than even a year ago”

That brought the risk
management conversations round
to survival mechanisms. Few had
bought insurance against pandemic
impacts. As risk and insurance
managers of large corporations, they
were well aware of that exposure
but, as many said, the cost of buying
such insurance had previously
outweighed the perceived risks.
writing, that seems not to have
Now, they unanimously agreed,
provoked the angry reactions feared.
such cover – if even available – was
Closer to home, 83% felt
simply too expensive. The state
directors and officers (D&O) risks
of the insurance market has been
were on the rise as shareholders and
vexing risk managers this year.
regulators took a hard look at the
They all acknowledged the need
performance of senior managers
for a fully functioning insurance
through the pandemic. D&O was
market, but many questioned how
also the second most difficult line
the insurance market was going
about restoring itself to a sustainable to find insurance for this year, just
behind BI cover.
position.
In addition, another political
They questioned whether the
upheaval looms – Brexit. Political
insurance market needed to go in
risk came fifth in the risk managers’
quite so hard with price rises at a
risk list, even though 77% believe
time when many companies were
political risks are increasing.
looking to cut costs, not spend
They placed it as a five out
more. They also questioned
of ten risk when it came
terms and conditions.
91%
to their own business
Some 58% said they
said they have
an increasing
and 77% said they
were happy with terms
exposure to
have no political risk
and conditions offered
cyber risk
insurance.
by insurers at their last
To some extent,
renewal, but that figure
Covid-19 has masked the
is likely to have changed
potential impact of Brexit and, as
dramatically in the past month.
we go to press, we are still waiting
There was also growing concern
for news on whether or not a deal
about pandemic coverage and the
between the UK and the EU will be
treatment of small businesses over
agreed.
business interruption cover.
Covid-19 also had an immediate
The risk managers see a real
impact on people’s use of
need for insurers and brokers to
technology, as everyone was forced
look again at wordings, but not to
apply blanket bans and to overreact to work from home wherever
possible. So, it is probably no
to a situation. Neither trend, they
surprise that 91% of the risk
warned, would bode well for future
managers surveyed said they have
working relationships.
an increasing exposure to cyber
risk, with 6% feeling the risk was
OTHER RISKS
unchanged. Interestingly, 74% have
The Covid-19 pandemic has caused
some form of cyber risk insurance.
other concerns beyond the health
However, 70% said they were
and economic issues. For example,
unhappy with the way the insurance
there has been growing concern
market deals with silent cyber.
about the escalating risk of civil
When it comes to climate change
disobedience or even riots, should
– high on the list of risks worrying
second lockdowns hit too hard.
their board – only 53% of risk
There was also concern about
managers thought the risk was
reaction to the US presidential
increasing, while 29% felt there was
election although, at the time, of
no change in the risk levels. About
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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half the risk managers felt climate
change was a direct risk to their
business, but 77% admitted they
have no insurance to cover the risks.
Asked what the main benefit of
being a sustainable company was,
the views were fairly equally split
between those who view it as a
reputational issue and said having a
sustainable approach improves their
brand image (27%), against those
who believe they are helping to save
the planet – also 27%. Some 73%
said their company had an active
strategy to combat human slavery
– something that many predict will
rise as a threat as communities are
impacted by climate change. Water
scarcity, for example, may lead to
changing migration patterns and
increased poverty, which in turn
exposes more people to the risk
of human slavery. In fact, many
reports this year have suggested
that the global economic shock from
Covid-19 has already escalated the
threat beyond expectations for 2020.
Some 90% of the risk managers
surveyed see human resources
as a growing business risk and
something that is likely to increase
as risk in the year ahead. That
should come as no surprise, as
unemployment levels rise and staff
are furloughed under government
work protection schemes.
A year ago, the conversation was
about talent and staff retention
and that is still seen as an issue for
the future, but most risk managers
reported working with human
resources managers on more
immediate threats right now.
Overall, there was some good
news for risk managers in 2020.
Some 78% of those surveyed felt
that risk management is higher on
the agenda internally, but that is
probably because 81% also feel risks
to the business have increased this
year and 55% said they were facing
new risks this year, compared to
2019.
But anecdotally, many of the risk
managers reported the door to the
boardroom being open wider. They
believe their profession is taken
more seriously now than even a
year ago – and that can only bode
well for the growing European risk
community.

THE
NUMBERS

The numbers: 2020
100%

Has your company increased its focus on risk
management during the past year?

90%

90%

80%

80%

70%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

Yes

No

Overall, do you think the risks to your
business are increasing or decreasing?

100%

0%

No change

Increasing

Decreasing

No change

What is the most important risk for you?

Political risk

Risk managers
C-suite

Exchange rate risk

HR risk

Supply chain/business continuity

Sustainability credentials/reputation

Management liability

Cyber
0

1

2

3

Are you facing any new risks compared to last year?

0%

20%

5

Yes

40%
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No

100%

THE
NUMBERS

36.4%

of risk managers
surveyed chose
supply chain/business
continuity as their
biggest threat, making it
this year’s biggest risk

Did you have pandemic on your risk list
before the 2020 coronavirus crisis?

Has coronavirus directly affected your business?
100%

80%

Yes
23.1%
60%

40%

20%

0%

No
76.9%
Yes

No

Not yet

Were you happy with the terms and conditions on
offer during your last insurance policy renewal?

Do you or your company consider
human resources to be a business risk?

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

No
41.6%

50%
40%

Yes
58.4%

30%
20%
10%
0%

Yes

No

Don't know
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COVID-19
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The writing was on the wall
Pandemics had been well signposted for decades as a major risk to us all, however
the world seems to have been ill prepared for the speed with which Covid-19 hit, risk
managers across Europe agreed

PANDEMIC

them and their organisations by
surprise, with only a few having
any form of pandemic insurance
coverage and even fewer expecting
the event. The survey showed 85%
cross Europe, the speed of
reporting that the pandemic had a
Covid-19’s spread caught
direct impact on their business.
businesses out. Combine
Even those few who had factored
that with enforced government
pandemic into their thinking
lockdowns and the shock to
admitted that the shape of the
economies and it was no surprise
economic shock was unexpected
that business was unprepared.
and it was the combination of
That’s according to the risk
health issues and government
managers surveyed this year for the action that had not been
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020 survey. considered.
However, pandemic risk has
Those who had experienced
long appeared in key industry
pandemics or epidemics, such as
surveys such as the Allianz
SARS, MERS or Ebola, in other
Risk Barometer and the World
parts of the world, were more
Economic Forum’s annual report.
alive to the risks. But even many
Pandemic risk was regarded as
of those admitted it was the truly
having a high potential impact but global nature of the crisis that had
with a low likelihood – and thus
caught them out.
had fallen in the rankings to the
Lessons from the past were
lower end of the scale.
useful but were not able to provide
The focus has been on more
answers to this crisis, said the
immediate and headline-grabbing risk managers. For example, risk
threats such as cyber. So, it is no
managers from Spain and Portugal
surprise that almost everyone
were among those stressing the
admitted the pandemic had taken value of acting on lessons from the

news@commercialriskonline.com
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In Europe,
Covid-19 hit Italy
first and became
very acute very
quickly
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past when it comes to tackling a
risk like the novel coronavirus.
They also highlighted how
important the cross-functional
character of risk management is in
this kind of situation.

TRANSVERSAL VIEW
“A problem of this dimension
affects all areas, and risk managers
can contribute to facing it with
their transversal view of the
business,” said Lourdes Freiria,
director of risks and insurance at
Grupo San José, a construction
group.
And this proved handy when
faced with country-wide lockdowns.
“We had prepared contingency
plans after SARS in 2012 and
with Covid-19 we triggered those
plans,” said Pedro Cupertino de
Miranda, head of risk management,
cybersecurity and data protection
at Sonae, a retail group. “Still, we,
like everybody else, were not fully
prepared for it.”
Sonae tried to act quickly to
adapt its operation to a new risk

COVID-19
FALLOUT

scenario, adapting the business to
evolving circumstances as needed.
This was a common theme across
the continent, as lockdowns forced
people to work from home and as
supply chains suffered from closures
elsewhere in the world and from
snarl-ups at ports across Europe.
Priority was given to delivering
masks, personal protection
equipment and medical supplies, at
the expense of other supplies.
Risk managers were left
competing for the protective
equipment and with their
companies short on other supplies.
In Belgium, for example, the
risk managers said companies may
have had pandemics on their radar
but the way in which this event
effectively closed down most of the
world in terms of trade had been a
shock.
As one of the Belgian risk
managers said: “You may have had
pandemics on your risk list but
these were events from the past –
people point back to the Spanish flu
of 1918, for example. But this crisis
has affected all continents. When it
started in China, we were not sure
whether it would spread elsewhere.
“In Europe, it started in Italy and
became very acute very quickly.
And because it is a health crisis, it is
completely different to other crises
we have faced more recently. First
you have to take care of the people
and their health, but then on the
other side you have the economy.
“Even if you were prepared, you
were probably not prepared for
everything that has happened.”
Her words were echoed by the
rest of the group. Gaëtan Lefèvre,
head of professional ethics, risk
and insurance management at
John Cockerill and president of
risk management association
Belrim, added: “If you look at
the traditional way that crisis
management is handled, you are
prepared to work with one situation
in one place for a short period of
time.
“Here, we started in China and
then the crisis extended to South
Korea and Japan and then Italy,
Spain and so on and so on. At first,
we started to risk manage the crisis
in the classic way and we had no

idea the impact would be so huge
for the whole group.”
This view was echoed in the
Netherlands, where risk managers
admitted it had been easy to be
slightly complacent about such a
risk because events, such as SARS,
MERS and Ebola had been limited
in their geographical spread.
However, Adri van der Waart,
director, global insurance at Arcadis,
said it was hard to blame anyone for
not having spotted the threat. “If
you look at the risk reports coming
out before Covid-19, the threat of
pandemic was down at number 60,
say. It was not in clear view.
“And even if we did consider the
likelihood of such an event, nobody
could have predicted the way in
which governments reacted and the
economic consequences.”
The Dutch all agreed that, if
you look back to the Spanish flu,
it followed World War One and
the world economy was already in
a mess, so people had never really
discussed that side of it, instead
concentrating on the death toll. So,
again, it was made all the harder to
predict what has happened in 2020.
“It was also harder to discuss
pandemics with the board in the
wake of SARS and MERS,” said
Lea Lelijveld van Cingelshouck,
risk and insurance manager at
Bouwinvest. “Because those events
were highlighted as major threats
to us all and then remained regional
events, it was harder to convince
boards to take the risk of a global
event seriously.
“Risk managers could not ask for
insurance for such a risk, because it
seemed there was no urgency and
no real justification.”

Adri van der Waart
said it was hard to
blame anyone for
not having spotted
the threat

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Governments and regional bodies
came in for criticism from many
risk managers, who said they would
have expected better coordination
between groups such as the
European Union.
In Switzerland, David Howells,
director, group risk management at
Tetra Laval, summed up the views.
“What surprised me was not the
pandemic itself – everybody knew
that the exposure was out there
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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– it was the lack of a coordinated
response.
“Instead of uniting in the
face of the pandemic, we all
retreated behind our borders,
closed our borders down and then
governments reacted in different
ways at different speeds. I think
it has made the situation more
complex for many businesses.
“I would have anticipated much
more of a consistent response,
particularly among regions or
neighbouring countries,” he
concluded.
Andreas Frei, global head of
risk management and insurance at
Swissport, was in agreement, but he
added that because it was deemed a
low-frequency, high-impact event,
people and countries were not
prepared to deal with all aspects
of such a crisis. The underlying
dynamics were only partly known
and the way that such a crisis would
develop had not been predictable.
“It was hard to classify such a
risk,” he said, “in terms of severity
and probability. There is no
historical data for such events to
support assessing the risk to our
business.”
However, for all the shock and
concern generated by the pandemic,
the German risk and insurance
12
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to the lack of scientific knowledge,
based on experiences from SARS
and MERS.”

11

management community agreed
that it was not a ‘black swan’ event
and should not have taken anybody
completely by surprise.
They said epidemics and
pandemics have been with us for a
long time and it was obvious that
following the rapid globalisation
process of the last 30 years
or so, and the ever-increasing
interdependency of national
economies with a resulting supply
chain vulnerability, this was a
serious risk.
The recent warning signs given
by the MERS and SARS outbreaks
persuaded the insurance industry
to generally exclude pandemic
risk from most coverages and risk
managers should have picked up
on this warning, but instead the
standalone cover that was offered by
limited markets was not bought.
Alexander Mahnke, president
of GVNW and CEO, insurance
of SFS Insurance at Siemens, said:
“We were all surprised by the speed
of the spread of the pandemic and
extent of it. But naturally, everyone
hoped that it would somehow
go away. It certainly was not a
black swan event because we had
all talked about epidemics and
pandemics for a long time, but I
don’t think anyone appreciated how
quickly it would spread worldwide,”
he said.
In contrast with some markets
elsewhere in Europe, he said: “The
reaction? I was pleasantly surprised
how it was dealt with by German
companies and the state. I think this
has all been managed quite calmly
here and I think the same could be
said of most countries in Europe.
“You have to remember that
people of my generation have
never had to deal with something
as dramatic as this before. Again,
I have been impressed by how
people have adapted to the seriously
changed circumstances and life.”
One warning sign mentioned by
many, however, was that protests
and demonstrations against
restrictions have started. Although
the second round of lockdowns
may make those more difficult to
organise, there was a growing sense

SECOND WAVE
Looking forward, he said: “I think
we are better prepared for a second
wave from day to day. Will we
also be ill prepared for another
pandemic? Probably – because our
findings and risk assessments are
always based on past experience and
if a risk ‘without a past’ hits us, the
risk of taking the wrong measures
too early, or too late, is high.”
However, French risk managers
believed companies were better
prepared as France entered a
second strict lockdown at the end
of October. They said they had all
used the summer reprieve to rework
their business continuity plans,
of unease among risk managers that Alexander Mahnke taking into account the threat of
said Covid-19
another lockdown.
political risks would be on the rise
certainly was
As one said: “We were not really
throughout 2021 as the economic
not a black swan
prepared when the first lockdown
fallout truly impacted.
event because
epidemics and
hit, but we have all been using that
Returning to the here and
pandemics had
experience to prepare for a second
now, Antje Mehrtens, director
been talked about
event. We have reworked our
of corporate insurance at Mahle
for a long time
business continuity plan to become
International, said: “When you look
more agile and to be able to respond
at the Marsh Global Risk Report and
rapidly as the situation changes.”
even at clients’ individual risk maps,
Another agreed: “We were able
there was clearly an awareness
to take advantage of the summer
within the risk management and
period to work on the next wave,
transfer community of this risk.
including using the experience from
“But perhaps there was an
the first one.”
underappreciation of the likelihood
That also included things like
of the risk and its potential global
contracts, which needed to be
impact. For this reason perhaps, the
adapted both for internal and
risk was not taken as seriously as it
external interests. The risk manager
could have been,” she said.
said that particular job had been
Mathieas Kohl, head of insurance
onerous, simply because they
at Drägerwerk, reminded his fellow
operated globally and each territory
risk managers that “a pandemic
has its own rules, which had to be
develops like a snowball”, adding:
incorporated.
“At the beginning, nobody knows
Guidelines also had to be adapted
how big or limited the risk will be.
and with every country taking its
Science and politics have tried to
own approach to lockdown, that
assess risks and take measures due
had not been a simple job either,
he said.
Overall, the risk managers were
fairly despondent at the prospect
of another lockdown, particularly
going into the winter months. “We
have adapted our processes, we have
tested our processes and system, but
we also know it is also important
not to create panic or stress in our
teams,” said one risk manager.

“We were not really
prepared when the first
lockdown hit, but we
have all been using that
experience to prepare for
a second event”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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COVID-19
FALLOUT

Several of the risk managers also
said the summer period had given
them an opportunity to restock and
to better prepare in terms of their
supply chain, so they are hopeful
that the second lockdown will be
less stressful in terms of continuity
of service.
As one said: “When the first
lockdown was imposed, we were a
little optimistic about supplies and
thought we would be fine. But that
was not the case. This time around,
we are better prepared and more
realistic about what we will need.”
They all agreed that technology
had played a huge part in coping
with the first lockdown and would
be a priority once again, but at
least this time round they had
the infrastructure in place and
their teams knew how to use the
technology.
The bigger question, they
all agreed, would be how staff
coped emotionally with another
lockdown; and the risk managers
would be working closely with HR
teams to support everyone at home.

LESSONS LEARNED
Another core question that clearly
needs to be asked is: what lessons
have been learned from this

pandemic? How could and should
pandemic risk be more effectively
identified, measured and managed?
And crucially, what role could and
should risk managers play in such
a crisis?
The German risk managers
agreed that this crisis has shown
the importance of having formal
and adaptable business continuity
and crisis management plans in
place, with risk managers clearly
having central roles as team
players.
“Companies have learned a lot
about measuring and managing
such a risk, but identification
remains a question as it is really
dependent on the information
available. From an internal
perspective, such a crisis teaches
you a lot about the importance of
crisis management and business
continuity plans, making sure your

Deserted
Brandenburg Gate
in Berlin during
lockdown: German
risk managers
said the crisis
has shown the
importance of
having business
continuity
and crisis
management
plans

“We will not be surprised
when a new pandemic
hits in the next few years,
because the causes of the
current one have not been
eliminated”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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IT works and ensuring your staff
have laptops and the equipment
needed,” commented Ms Mehrtens.
Looking forward, Italian risk
manager Amleto Mario Zucchi,
head of risk and compliance at
gas producer SAPIO Produzione
Idrogeno Ossigeno, warned there
are few signs the world is changing
its consumption habits and this
means everyone needs to learn
lessons from this pandemic and be
ready for the next one.
“Yes, we were very surprised by
how unprepared the world was for a
pandemic. We will not be surprised
when a new pandemic hits in the
next few years, because the causes
of the current one have not been
eliminated but rather remain and
indeed will continue to strengthen.
“We refer to the fact that
more and more new areas will
be deforested or contaminated
by humans and more and more
animal species will have to change
their habitats, increasing the
risk of contamination with other
species. Food habits in China and
other developing countries are not
changing and more and more will
resort to slaughtering animals in
promiscuous environments,” he
said.
A clear warning for us all.

HDI GLOBAL

Continuity of service top priority
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020 editor Liz Booth spoke to Yves Betz, board member
at HDI Global, who sees some positives to emerge from the global pandemic

SERVICE
Liz Booth
news@commercialriskonline.com

K

ey to managing the
Covid-19 pandemic and
crucial to business survival
this year has been continuity. That
has been the message from myriad
business sectors, struggling to keep
afloat as the pandemic has rolled on
through the summer and now being
hit by a second wave.
Yves Betz, board member at HDI
Global, believes this message is
equally important for insurers: “Our
insureds want continuity of service
from us, from underwriting through
to claims,” he stressed. “Looking
after our customers by continuing
to be available has proved to be a
crucial factor.
“We have more than 4,000 global
programmes in place across the
world, which we have continued
to service by paying claims and
delivering solutions.”
Added to that, Mr Betz said HDI
Global had really wanted to play
its part in supporting communities
through Covid-19: “One of the
ways that we have been able to
do this is by providing insurance
for clinical trials. That has always
been part of our business and we
have well-established solutions in
this area. We were able to act very
quickly and step up with clinical
trial solutions for Covid-19 vaccines
and equipment.”
Mr Betz added that HDI Global
has been acting positively wherever
possible. “For example, in France
we set up a helpline for clients when
they were mothballing businesses –
and now it’s helping them as they
reopen their doors.”
In Austria, he said they had
enabled clients to have access to
external lawyers to take advice on
the best ways forward. “Above all,”

he added, “we have seen examples
of creativity across the group as
local managers have come up with
innovative solutions. We have
been able to share those good ideas
across all our markets and it has
included a lot of charitable work by
individuals.”
Mr Betz commented that,
while the pandemic was tragic
on so many levels, it had fostered
an entrepreneurial spirit and he
admitted to having been humbled
by the efforts of individuals.
He summed up by saying: “It
has focused us all on what is
important and established a sense of
community in a new way.”

Yves Betz said
that, while the
pandemic was
tragic on many
levels, it had
fostered an
entrepreneurial
spirit

FINANCIAL STRENGTH
However, he stressed that while the
focus had rightly been on serving

“We were able to act very
quickly and step up with
clinical trial solutions for
Covid-19 vaccines”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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clients and ensuring continuity of
that service, the company had also
needed to focus on maintaining its
own financial strength. He pointed
out that it was fair to pay out on
what the insurer covered, but he
cautioned that HDI Global also had
to ensure that it was only paying out
on the risks it had actually insured,
worrying that certain jurisdictions
had been pressing for insurers to pay
out on a far wider basis that was not
actually covered.
Discussing the Financial Conduct
Authority test case on business
interruption in the UK, Mr Betz did
not predict that it would exert much
of an impact on major corporations,
adding that “the test case was
primarily focused on wordings
for SMEs rather than on bespoke
wordings”.
Looking ahead, he suggested that
a public-private partnership would
probably be the best solution for
pandemic cover, simply because the
size of the exposure was way beyond
the capacity of the insurance market
alone.
He also cited diversification as
another important factor. “We

HDI GLOBAL

are looking to spread risks as an
industry – that’s our job,” he said.
“But with a pandemic you can’t
mitigate losses everywhere. For
example, severe weather events may
impact the US or Europe but not
on both geographical areas at the
same time. A pandemic impacts
everywhere by its very nature.” In
Mr Betz’s opinion, Covid-19 has
been unique in that. “For example,
SARS or MERS were effectively
regional events but Covid-19 has
shown us the true cost of a global
event and I don’t think any of us,
from governments to individuals,
could have forecast the total
impact.”
The more positive news, he
believed, was that people would
find solutions and emerge stronger
from the downturn. People learned
to adapt and we would undoubtedly
have learnt lessons from this.

ADAPTING
Closer to home, however, he
commented that the insurance
market was adapting too: “The
changes started last year well before
the pandemic. The market had
started to turn, with rates on the
rise and a tougher stance in relation
to underwriting.

“People are more aware
of the dangers of ignoring
‘unthinkables’”
“We have taken a more
disciplined approach to risks
and this has continued despite
the pandemic.” However, he
acknowledged, that the timing was
difficult and commented: “We did
not expect to be trying to increase
rates just as a major crisis struck.”
Mr Betz pointed out the need
to remain sustainable as an insurer
and also that not all segments
of society were struggling. He
indicated that some sectors were
continuing to trade well, if not
better than before the pandemic.
He also highlighted that new
businesses were emerging, all
of which needed a sustainable
insurance market to enable them.
As a company, HDI Global
prides itself on continuing to
provide capacity for its existing
clients and has not totally
withdrawn from classes of business
with little or no notice. However,
Mr Betz stressed that rates had
needed to rise and that terms and
conditions had been tightened – all
on a case-by-case basis.
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“We have to make sure we can
provide that security for our clients
but we also have an obligation to
our shareholders,” he said.
Sustainability is key on so many
levels, said Mr Betz. Looking at
the pandemic, he suspected that it
had actually helped risk managers
to cement their position within
organisations, which have been able
to see the benefits brought by risk
management in times of crisis.

CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate change
protesters in Oslo,
Norway: Yves
Betz said climate
change has risen
up the agenda and
is being discussed
as never before
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But he is also looking ahead to the
impending climate crisis: “I think
people will be more diligent and
Covid-19 might actually help risk
managers to discuss ‘unthinkables’
with their senior executives. And
unthinkables include climate change.”
He concluded by saying: “Climate
change has risen up the agenda
and it is being discussed as never
before. People are more aware of the
dangers of ignoring unthinkables
and they are likely to give the
subject greater priority than was the
case previously.”
The challenge for insurers and
insureds alike lies in assessing what
the reality of climate change might
bring and how to manage the risk
into the future, he warned.

INSURANCE
PICTURE

Did insurers play fair
through the pandemic?
As the pandemic hit,
many businesses
expected their insurers
to step up and provide
support. But did that
happen? Or could it have
ever happened?

RISK TRANSFER
news@commercialriskonline.com

I

nevitably when a crisis hits,
organisations will immediately
turn to their insurance policies
to see what support they can rely
on.
As the Covid-19 pandemic hit,
and as governments introduced
enforced lockdowns, it was clear
that this crisis was no exception and
organisations were left scrambling
to see how they could survive in the
new environment. The picture was
far from uniform – some sectors
have thrived and report record
profits this year as their services
were suddenly in huge demand. For
others however, the total opposite
was true as their businesses were
closed down and left with no choice
but to mothball and see if they
could ride the storm.
Boards across the continent were
asking their risk and insurance
managers how insurance policies
would react and whether they could
rely on support. For the most part,
the risk and insurance managers
said few of their insurance policies
would help in the current situation.
However, most of those surveyed
work within large organisations,
where the company has large
reserves and they had made the
conscious choice not to insure
directly for a pandemic.
For example, the Dutch risk and
insurance managers said that now

the insurance industry has sight of
the true cost of a pandemic in the
21st century, there is real awareness
that no one insurer can take on the
risk.
Although none of the group had
bought pandemic cover in advance,
they were aware of the add-on and
had chosen not to buy it. And they
said that, in reality, none of them
would have made a claim under
that cover because the business has
managed to continue.
As one said: “I think it is a cover
that works well for small businesses
that can be so heavily impacted by
government closures.”

As governments
introduced
enforced
lockdowns,
organisations
were left
scrambling to see
how they could
survive

“If you look at the
consequences, there is
not sufficient capacity in
the total insurance market
to cover [a pandemic]”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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While another of the group
suggested: “If you look at the
consequences, there is not sufficient
capacity in the total insurance
market to cover this.”

ADAPTING
But claims for other mishaps
continued and there was concern
about how the insurance market
itself would adapt to the new
working conditions.
Across Europe, the risk managers
have mixed reports. Generally
speaking, they said insurers did get
back to work physically, setting up
working-from-home arrangements
and continuing to take premiums
and pay claims.
In Germany, for example, the risk
and insurance managers believed
that, on the whole, the insurance
sector has reacted well to the crisis
from a service perspective. Business
continuity has been maintained

INSURANCE
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as they shifted to remote working
pretty smoothly, despite the
sector’s famously antiquated IT
infrastructure, they said.
However, not everybody was
happy with the service they
got. Elsewhere, risk managers
reported reluctance to pay claims
and arguments over every policy.
“It was not just about business
interruption,” said one. “They were
looking for pandemic exclusions in
every policy.”
In Spain, Daniel San Millán,
the head of IGREA, Spain’s risk
management association, was among
those who expressed dissatisfaction
with service from insurers.
“So far, the insurance industry
has had a very poor response to the
pandemic,” he said.
“The initial answer of the
insurance industry was to raise
premium rates and restrict
coverages,” added Jorge Neto,
insurance manager at retail group
Jerónimo Martins. “The second
answer was to raise premiums once
again. I do not see any immediate
improvements in the insurance
market.”
In Belgium, Belrim president
Gaëtan Lefèvre said: “The insurers
clearly have not responded to the
Covid-19 crisis and have closed the
door on the claims.”
While one Dutch risk manager
said: “We hear all the time that
insurers are having to set aside so
much money to cover Covid-19related claims, but I am yet to hear
of anyone who has managed to
make a claim.
“If Covid-19 is costing insurers
so much, then why don’t we know
about it on the ground?”
Overall, the Dutch risk managers
were fairly angry at the attitude of
many insurers, accusing them of
vastly overreacting to the Covid-19
pandemic.
As another explained: “It is so
difficult now to know whether our
policies will cover us or whether
insurers will declare a link to
Covid-19 and then point to a newly
added exclusion.”
And it was not just about the
claims that were happening – there
were also questions about how
future claims might be handled. As

the Swedish risk manager of a firm
providing critical medical equipment
said, continuity of coverage was
absolutely essential to allow his firm
to keep going through the crisis,
servicing clients around the world.
He reported that his insurers and
brokers had helped as much as they
could during the crisis. Especially
when it came to finding solutions
for insurances without physical
meetings and discussions. It was
give and take for all, he said.
However, it was not always clear
to see how an insurance policy
would respond, particularly travel
insurance. “It was on a case-by-case
basis,” he said. And in his particular
case, that was about enabling
engineers to reach their hospital
clients across the world.
“We have been struggling to get
our engineers to the right place –

Gaëtan Lefèvre
said insurers
clearly have not
responded to the
Covid-19 crisis
and have closed
the door on claims

“We hear all the time
that insurers are having to
set aside so much money
to cover Covid-19-related
claims, but I am yet to
hear of anyone who has
managed to make a claim”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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sometimes there was no air service
and then, when there were flights,
it was sometimes hard to see how
insurance would respond should
there be an emergency; and we need
the answer to that before we can
allow our people to travel.”

PREMIUM PAYMENTS
That brought the risk managers
onto the subject of premiums. It
was not just on the claims side
that risk and insurance managers
were unhappy. When it came to
paying premiums, many reported
little support from their insurers.
While they understood that insurers
too had their own cashflow crises,
some of the risk managers felt
insurers could have been far more
understanding.
Those fighting for their survival
saw cashflow go from 100% to
0% overnight and some simply did
not have the reserves to pay any
bills, let alone insurance. There was
also concern that the policies were
no longer fit for purpose. Airlines
no longer needed to cover a fully
operational fleet but instead had half
of their planes mothballed and in
storage, with a whole different set
of risks.
18
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Elsewhere, hoteliers and
restaurants too were faced with
closing their doors and mothballing
operations. But, as with every aspect
of the pandemic, there was no
uniform picture. The risk managers
were split in their view of how
insurers have reacted to the crisis.
Natalie Vandenbroucke,
compliance, risk and insurance
officer in Belgium, Luxembourg
and France for Royal BAM Group,
suggested brokers needed a global
checklist and action plan available
for customers and that they
should use their scale to postpone
premium payments.
On the insurer side, she suggested
they needed to accept postponed
premium payments; extend
temporary covers during the crisis;
not take an opportunity to increase
premium and/or restrict covers; and
finally, to be fair and choose a longterm relationship with clients.
Others acknowledged the support
they had received from their brokers
who did engage with them and
supported them in discussions with
insurers to agree new terms on
premium payments.
“Two weeks after the start of the
crisis, a lot of companies – including

mine – had a cashflow problem,”
said one risk manager. “My FD
asked me to find a way to limit
the outflow of cash in terms of
premiums. With the support of the
broker, we found a way to split the
premium payments.”
Another risk manager added:
“When I compare how the financial
world has reacted, comparing the
banking sector with insurance, we
very quickly had an agreement
between the banks, government
and regulator to allow companies
credit, not only companies but also
for individuals – six months credit
for mortgages, consumer loans and
business loans.
“It took another month for the
same to happen with the insurance
companies and then it was mostly
on personal lines. For companies,
agreements were made on an
individual basis and it was based on
your relationship with your insurer.”
Those surveyed understood that
every business was different and
could see the rationale for individual
approaches from the insurers.
However, they also suggested that
insurers could have won hearts and
minds by offering everyone the
opportunity to engage rather than
waiting for insureds to come to
them at the moment of crisis.
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For example, in the UK on the
personal lines side, some insurers
gave partial refunds of motor
premiums to all their policyholders,
without prompting, but others chose
to wait until the regulator forced
their hand. Policyholders with the
first insurers report a much higher
satisfaction rating and are more
likely to remain loyal to their insurer.
While that is not necessarily the
answer for commercial insurers,
flexibility has been key, said Dutch
risk manager Lea Lelijveld van
Cingelshouck, risk and insurance
manager at Bouwinvest. For
example, she said, landlords have
been flexible with rent payments,
as have other creditors, to enable
businesses to continue. The
suggestion was that insurers needed
to step up in the same way.
The risk managers did
acknowledge that much of the
pandemic was an uninsurable risk
and will remain so as the economic
shock takes over from the health
crisis itself as the major concern.
The economic
shock from the
pandemic is set
to take over from
the health crisis
itself as the major
concern
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
Big questions have inevitably
been thrown up by the lack of
cover within traditional business
interruption (BI) insurance, as well
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as the lack of adequate non-damage
BI protection and supply chain
insurance. The insurance sector
clearly has some work to do if it
wants to remain relevant, and has
some reputational damage to repair,
the risk managers across Europe
believed.
As one risk manager said:
“There must be clarity and also
some common sense. If we didn’t
intend to buy cover for something
(ie Covid-19) and insurers didn’t
intend the policy to cover Covid-19,
then we must all accept there really
isn’t a valid claim. Insurers in some
parts of the world, particularly the
US, are facing having to pay claims
for which insurance premiums were
never collected.
“That is not fair but it’s not fair
either if insurers exclude other
claims that would have been
covered were it not for Covid-19.”
The risk and insurance managers
said they have seen it all before. “It
was the same with the Millennium
clause and then with terrorism. The
insurers overreact and start adding
clauses and then upset the other
parts of the policies. All reason has
gone,” said one.
While another agreed: “One
cough and nothing is covered.
Insurers are panicking and it’s
not good for either side of the
relationship.”
Across Europe, the risk
and insurance managers were
unanimous in their call for clarity
and uniformity. One stressed: “We
need to know what is covered.
For example, if we have a fire at
our plant but one of the firemen
has developed Covid-19 and can’t
come on the call so the fire crew
are delayed, the fire may become
far worse. Will our insurers still pay
out or will they use the Covid-19
clause? It is very unclear from these
new wordings and we need to know.
There is too much doubt out there.”
They were watching with interest
as arguments over BI coverage
played out in the courts across
Europe and beyond. Both in France
and the UK, the courts ruled in
favour of policyholders in some
instances. In the UK, for example,
judgment went in favour of two of
the larger insurers – Ecclesiastical

“Buyers and insurers
should be on the same
page when it comes to
a claim. We should both
know how those wordings
will react...”
and Zurich – but against six
others. But some of the cases are
continuing to the Supreme Court.
This is adding to the uncertainty,
warned the risk and insurance
managers, while welcoming the
prospect of clearer wordings in the
future.
Insurers may use this as an
opportunity to raise premiums, said
Des O’Connor, insurance specialist
at Irish utility Ervia, but he suspects
the most obvious change will
come in terms of wordings, with
more insurers explicitly excluding
Covid-19 and pandemics.
“It will be interesting to see the
outcome of the test cases going on
in the UK,” he said, “but whatever
the outcome, it is likely to result in
more exclusions going forward.”
One of the UK risk managers
said he hoped the insurance industry
would use Covid-19 as a moment
to take a hard look at their policies
and introduce some innovation and
more suitable wordings.
“For example, on business
interruption, the insurance wordings
have become commoditised and
have been sold cheaply. Most
policies are linked to physical
damage, but the world has changed
drastically in the last decade.”
He said much of the friction
at the moment stems from
buyers’ understanding or
misunderstandings around how
their policy would react in such
circumstances. Brokers, he said,
have a real role to play in ensuring
transparency on policy wordings
and how they would react.
He believes Covid-19 has
“opened people’s eyes” to the faults
within their insurance programmes
and that they will be looking
to the market for more fit-forpurpose solutions. Many of the
risk managers across the continent
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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suggested one outcome should be
much greater scenario testing of
the wordings. “Buyers and insurers
should be on the same page when
it comes to a claim. We should
both know how those wordings will
react,” said Mr O’Connor.
The risk and insurance managers
did understand the position of the
insurers, which had not intended
to cover such an event, and they
acknowledged that insurers alone
were never going to pick up the tab.
But what then of the solutions? Is
it simply a matter of changing the
wordings or will it require another
option?
One of the Swiss risk managers
voiced the view of many others
when he said: “I don’t think
individual policies can react to
a global crisis – it is rather the
attitude of an organisation that plays
a role in being able to react fast
and in accordance with its business
continuity plans in such a global
crisis.”
But others suggested that there
does need to be a backstop. After all,
even the largest organisations with
large reserves need their suppliers
and customers to be thriving to
maintain their profitability in the
future.

STATE-BACKED SOLUTIONS
Finding an insurance solution to
a pandemic will be even harder
now, feared the risk and insurance
managers, because of the Covid-19
pandemic and the realisation of what
the true cost could become. None of
SARS, MERS or Ebola became truly
global pandemics and while they
hit regional economies incredibly
hard, the rest of the world remained
largely ignorant of the impact.
But now the tables have turned
and many countries in Asia and
Africa are coping far better with
Covid-19. The downside is that
the economic impact is likely to be
truly global and to still impact those
countries where the health crisis was
much smaller.
Adri van der Waart, director,
global insurance at Arcadis, was
among those acknowledging that
20
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insurers cannot play a leading role
on their own in providing solutions.
The risk and insurance managers
all agreed that the greater
impact of Covid-19 has been the
economic fallout and that has yet
to be quantified, but is set to be an
enormous sum beyond the capacity
of any insurer.
However, IGREA’s Mr Millán
said: “It is true that it is not that
simple and the reaction to the
pandemic does not depend solely on
the insurance sector. But insurers
and reinsurers could press for a
public-private solution for the risk.
I have not seen them showing a lot
of interest about it. Of course, they
have their own problems and they
have to look after their businesses.
But there is little effort from the
public sector and insurers alike to
look for lasting solutions.”
A German risk manager said:
“The fact is that the vast majority
of this risk was not insured and is
not insurable on a private basis,
because of the wide range of the risk
and the lack of diversification. But
it should also not be paid directly
out of public tax money without
a proper system, such as a statebacked pool with private insurance
taking the first layer and customers
accepting some level of retention,
to help promote awareness of the
risk and better risk prevention and
management.”
Another warned: “Pure
government schemes do not tend
to work well from a practical
perspective, as they do not have
the mechanism to assess claims and
make sure the money is distributed
to where and whom it is needed in a
reasonable timeframe.
“The insurance market has triedand-tested systems to do this. It may
well make sense to use the [German]
Extremus terrorism insurance pool
as the basis for a pandemic scheme
to deal with future health crises.”
And another suggested a panEuropean scheme would also make
sense at EU level to complement
national solutions.
There was a feeling that
discussions about a future statebacked mechanism offer the

insurance market a chance to prove
how innovative and supportive it
can be and to repair a somewhat
damaged reputation.
“This crisis offers an opportunity.
An opportunity for the insurance
industry to take up the ball and, as
a driver of innovation, bring forward
ideas and constructs that can
support the economy in overcoming
such crises in the future. Statebacked mutual insurance solutions
could be one such construct,” said
one risk manager.
Plenty of insurance pools exist.
In France, for example, the risk
managers said they are well used to
pool arrangements, with schemes
already in place for both terrorism
and natural catastrophes.
They felt it would be the only way
to provide any meaningful insurance
coverage if another pandemic was
to strike.
As one British risk manager in
the aviation sector stressed: “It has
been such an enormous event that
even a pool arrangement is unlikely
to support businesses without
government intervention.” But he
did say that a pool would at least
give the government some income
ahead of another event – it would
effectively become another tax on
business, he said.
Others pointed out that, post9/11, risk managers and their
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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said there is little
effort from the
public sector and
insurers alike to
look for lasting
solutions
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companies rushed to buy terrorism
cover, which insurers were only too
happy to provide at a high price.
Since then, he said, “insurers have
been making a lot of money because
companies felt they had to have the
cover”.
The French risk managers
said they are using their risk
management association AMRAE
and working together very closely
on possible solutions. However,
they also stressed that the insurance
market would not necessarily be the
answer for the future.
“We have to improve our risk
management strategies,” said one,
“and our companies need to consider
insurance as the ultimate backstop
but take more risk themselves.
Otherwise, insurance solutions will
be unaffordable.”
As another said: “A captive may
help to internalise the risk, for very
big groups. A state-backed mutual
insurance solution would allow
coverage for all entities.”
But overall, the risk and insurance
managers suggested there needs
to be a measured approach. As
one concluded: “We don’t need a
kneejerk reaction to this. It might
be a one-in-50-year event or even
a one-in-100-year event. However,
we also need to be prepared should
it happen again more quickly. But
there needs to be a balance.”

THE YEAR
AHEAD

We will not forget
Trust is a fragile commodity and is easily broken at times of stress. Now it seems
the relationship between insurer and insured is being tested to breaking point by
Covid-19 and the hardening market

TRUST
news@commercialriskonline.com
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isk and insurance managers
across Europe have been
extremely critical of the
insurance industry for pushing
ahead with hardening rates during
the Covid-19 pandemic.
But beyond that, risk and
insurance managers were even
more critical of the way insurers
are behaving with stringent terms
and conditions, attempting to
renege on offers previously made
and undoing years of carefully
developed relationships.
Overall, many of the risk and
insurance managers believe there
will be a surge in captive activity
and have warned insurers that they
will not forget this period when it
comes to a time that insurers might
once again be competing for their
business.
Across the board, they said they
understand the arguments proffered

by insurers that they need to reestablish underwriting discipline,
return to a profitable underwriting
book and balance the books in a
period when investment returns are
so low. And they understand the
imperative for a fully functioning
insurance market.
However, they said, this should
not be at the expense of the
insureds, particularly the large
corporate insureds.
They have seen premium rates
rising since 2019 and momentum
has picked up pace through 2020.
Now they have warned that
relationships between insurer and
insured are on a knife edge. The

Risk managers
warned that
relationships
between insurer
and insured are on
a knife edge

“Now I am dealing with
people who have less
experience. Those
older, wiser heads are
disappearing and it is
causing us a problem”
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relationships between brokers and
insureds are also strained, they
suggested.

MULTIPLE ISSUES
There are several factors at play. It is
not merely a question of the state of
the insurance sector. There are also
questions about wordings and the
impact of the pandemic.
While few of the risk and
insurance managers were caught
up in the arguments about business
interruption and pandemic cover
wordings, it did highlight the
question of wordings for everyone.
There is also serious and rising
concern about the calibre of staff
within insurers. As a hardening
market hits almost two decades on,
there are real questions among risk
and insurance managers about the
experience of those with whom they
are negotiating.
Too often, they claimed, they
are dealing with inexperienced
22
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brokers or underwriters who simply
were not around the last time the
market hardened. The older, more
experienced members of staff, who
the insurance and risk managers
said might have brought some calm
and balance to the conversations,
are no longer there – victims of
countless mergers and acquisitions,
and cost cutting.
As one of the Dutch risk
managers explained: “There was
always a solid base of knowledge
in the insurance market. But now
I am dealing with people who have
less experience. Those older, wiser
heads are disappearing and it is
causing us a problem.”
He added: “We are old enough
to remember the Millennium
clause or the terrorism wordings
being introduced. We know what
happened, the impact and how it
was eventually resolved.
“But now we are talking to
people who have little knowledge of
those market events.”
It was not a question of being
able to talk to people who
remembered the Spanish flu or have
other old war stories, but there
was a serious point when firms
lost those older voices, warned risk
managers.
“There is an overreaction in the
market right now, but I wonder
where are those people who might
remember past events and bring
more balance to the conversation
now?” asked one.
Another agreed, adding: “How
do we bring on young people but
also keep those older heads? It is a
real challenge for all of us, not just
insurers. We all know that we need
to work hard to attract talent but,
in our rush to do that, we must not
forget that experience counts for a
lot too.”
As one explained: “We
understand their arguments well.
They want to see premium rates rise
to sustainable levels and they want
to tighten up terms and conditions.
We too want to see a sustainable
insurance industry. We depend on
that should something go wrong.”
However, there are some real
problems. For example, said one

risk manager, quotes are not being
honoured. “We were given a quote
via our broker and then, literally
within days, the insurer tried to
withdraw the quote, saying it was
no longer on the table.
“It already included price hikes
and reduced capacity but they
didn’t want to honour what they
had offered us. We stuck to our
position and were able to agree the
contract as per their quote. But I
know I am not the only one this
has happened to.”

Peter den Dekker
said the rush
by insurers to
exclude pandemic
risk from policies
is threatening
the future of
the coinsurance
system

THE ECONOMIC REALITIES
However, this is not a one-way
conversation. The risk and insurance
managers did acknowledge the
problems within the insurance
sector but said it is balanced
with concerns among their own
businesses.
For example, Gaëtan Lefèvre,
president of Belgian risk
management association Belrim,
said: “So much premium pricing
is based on company turnover and
that has dropped dramatically this
year for so many companies. I am
very sure it will impact renewals.”
The Covid-19 pandemic
should contribute to hardening
the market. At the same time,
companies are hit by the crisis and
face cash and cost difficulties, so
they will need to review insurance
programmes and seek optimisation.
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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This could lead to increased
volatility of results.
François Malan, chief risk and
compliance officer at French giant
Eiffage, added: “The Covid-19 crisis
increases the hardening market,
which is the worst situation for
risk managers who have a strong
pressure to reduce (or at least keep
the same level) insurance budget,
to contribute to their companies’
survival.
“We need to choose the risks we
really want to insure (compulsory,
critical risks) – the ‘must haves’.
The ‘could haves’ are over. It is
an opportunity to re-evaluate the
company risk appetite,” he said,
but adding: “We need also to share
a higher amount of the risk with
insurers by increasing deductibles to
keep acceptable premiums.”
What is happening this year
cannot be excluded from the
conversations about next year,
stressed the risk and insurance
managers. For example, Peter
den Dekker, past Ferma president
and head of insurance and risk
management at Royal Philips,
warned that the rush by insurers to
exclude pandemic risk from policies
is threatening the future of the
coinsurance system, as the market
struggles to deliver consistent and
aligned wordings.
Mr Den Dekker joined fellow
leading European risk managers in
sharp criticism of the clumsy and
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often brutal way in which insurers
are handling renewals as they seek to
restrict wordings, pull capacity and
raise prices.
And he asked where brokers are
in the public discussion, as risk and
insurance managers struggle to
secure adequate coverage in what
is shaping up to be another bloody
year-end renewal. Mr Den Dekker
said that brokers, who are supposed
to be fighting their customers’
corner, instead appear to be publicly
supporting insurers and telling risk
managers to start renewals as early
as possible and brace themselves for
a very difficult renewal.
“All insurers now want to exclude
Covid-19-related claims, whether
direct or indirect. I can understand
why they are looking at it, but
the problem is that the insurance
market cannot agree on a text or
wording.
“You may have a couple of
insurers agree on your programme,
but others don’t. If this continues,
then the coinsurance market is dead.
You can’t continue with different
terms and conditions. They have to
get their act together. If the risk is
excluded from the coverage already,
why does it need to be added as an
additional exclusion anyway?” he
said.
A leading Dutch risk manager
stressed that buyers need to be
realistic after many years of soft
market conditions and accept
that hardening is needed in some
areas. But he said it’s the rate of
change that is causing concern and
problems.
“We have had ten years of
soft market conditions. So, some
increases are acceptable and
reasonable, but the size right now in
many areas is difficult,” he said.
Alexander Mahnke, president
of the German risk and insurance
management association GVNW,
issued a stark warning to the
industrial insurance market
that poor communication and
unacceptable delays in delivering
quotes are making life very difficult
for customers.
Mr Mahnke was one of those
warning that the sector’s reputation
is at stake, as supposed long-term
partners are pulling capacity and

offering sometimes huge price
increases with little or no warning.
He said the risk and insurance
management community accepts
that insurers need to make profits
but said the currently clumsy way in
which the market is carrying out its
re-underwriting is not good enough.
Carl Leeman, vice-president of
Belgian association Belrim and
chief risk officer at international
logistics firm Katoen Natie, agreed
with Mr Mahnke. He said Belgian
risk managers have also reported
unacceptable behaviour from their
carriers as they reel from the impact
of Covid-19.
Mr Leeman stressed that there is
no excuse for poor communication
and knee-jerk reactions from
insurers, which can leave their
long-term customers in a very
difficult position and scrambling
for adequate capacity at the last
minute. He said insurers need to get
their act together.
“We need to get back, as soon
as possible, to a technical market,
where the quality of risks is valued,
and so are loss histories. Right
now, it seems that there is a blind
hardening of the market where
technical factors are not even
considered,” warned a Spanish
risk manager. “We had 15 years of
soft market, and now it seems the
industry wants to recover it all in
one year or two. It is very hard to
understand how that can happen in
such a mature industry, which has a
tremendous statistical background.”
Adri van der Waart, president of
Dutch risk management association
Narim and corporate insurance
manager at Arcadis, suggested:
“The market has gone crazy this
year. They are refusing to cover
portfolios from which they have had
few if any claims and which they
have insured for years.
“We understand that now they
are not just facing underwriting
losses and also have been hit hard
on the investment side of their
business, but it seems they are using
Covid-19 as an excuse.”

Carl Leeman
said there is no
excuse for poor
communication
and knee-jerk
reactions from
insurers

LONG TERM
The risk managers believe insurers
will suffer longer-term consequences
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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if they are too brutal in their
treatment of customers in coming
renewals and continue to remove
any local underwriting power and
decision making.
“I do see some insurers really
showing commitment to long-term
partnerships, which is good and
appreciated, but the majority are
really not showing any partnership,
or use the excuse that they have
no power to make a decision. In
the long term, if we still have the
luxury of choosing a partner, this
period will make a big difference in
our selection process, because this
is really disappointing. We will not
forget,” Mr Den Dekker said.
“On renewals, many buyers aren’t
pleased with what is going on.
They are going very slowly – there
is more and more communication
with headquarters, there are
bottlenecks being created and
this means everything takes much
more time than it should,” said Mr
Leeman.
As already mentioned, the
economic downturn is also likely
to force companies to cut back
on their insurance programmes.
However, added to that, the
combination of higher prices for
24
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less cover from the insurers and
a need to cut internal costs could
well result in firms underinsuring
in a damaging way, warned one
European risk manager.
He feared it could effectively
become a casino as people take the
risk of not insuring. The alternative
is that companies look to pass ‘bad’
risks to the insurers and retain the
‘good’ risks – a move that would
not help insurers rebalance their
books and which would simply
create a downward spiral for the
market, he suggested.
Overall, the group agreed, the
most unfair element of the insurers’
behaviour was that 20 years of
relationship building counted for
nothing in the current climate; and
there was a real risk that when the
insurers next knock on the door
looking for business, risk managers
will keep the door firmly closed.
Mr Van der Waart added: “I see
insurers stepping out of business
on the same conditions as before
and insurance managers having
problems to get their programme
filled,” he said.
“D&O, professional indemnity
and crime insurance are a real fight
and struggle to get programmes

filled and successfully renewed.
There is definitely a question mark
as to whether insurers want to
follow us as they did in the past,”
he added.
Mr Van der Waart summed
up the debate thus: “When you
look at pure insurance, people are
asking whether or not they need
insurance at all. There is a real
question as to whether you can
actually manage normal business
risks internally and then not bother
buying cover.
“You might only want cover for
the extreme high risks and that
would become a real challenge for
insurers that are trying to pool
risks and spread their portfolios.”
Another fear among the
group was that the consolidation
underway in the insurance and
broker sectors is clearly affecting
their choices as consumers and
limiting their options.
“It is becoming very
uncompetitive,” said one. “My
internal processes require me to
get quotes from three suppliers,
for example. However, with the
merger of Marsh and JLT and now
between Aon and Willis Towers
Watson, there will be only two
truly global suppliers to choose
between. It is really tough and
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actually is not good news for either
of those groups.”

ANY SOLUTIONS?

Aon’s merger with
Willis Towers
Watson, as well
as that between
Marsh and JLT,
are reducing
competition in the
market
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Risk and insurance managers are
rapidly looking for alternatives to
the traditional insurance market.
Beyond retaining more of the risks
internally and building up internal
reserves, there is much talk of a
surge in captives.
The risk management community
is not foolish and is not suggesting a
knee-jerk reaction. Far from it. But
they agreed that those who were on
the cusp of investing in a captive
may well see an added incentive to
do just that in the current climate.
“A captive is for life and not just
for a hard market,” said one. “It is
a major strategic decision but is one
that many boards are prepared to
consider right now.”
For those that make the switch,
there will be no coming back to
the insurance markets immediately
when rates soften, they agreed, but
there would be engagement.
In France, it is the captive
market that may also provide some
answers to the question of insuring
pandemic risk for the future. And
again, that is something being
considered by a number of risk
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managers who are looking at their
captives and exploring whether
they can provide the solution.
Another option is through
global programmes – not just for
pandemics but to smooth the harsh
impact of premium rises.
“I think global programmes do
offer an opportunity in the hard
market if it is the right thing for
your business. They are not the
solution for everything but their
whole purpose is to spread risk and
you should be able to use a global
programme to smooth some of the
impacts we are seeing,” said Julia
Graham, deputy CEO and technical
director at UK risk management
association Airmic.
Mr Van der Waart added: “Local
programmes are likely the first
to be hit in this hard market, so
working on global programmes you
can spread risk globally and it can
give you something to discuss with
brokers and insurers.”
However, insurance markets in
the UK, mainland Europe and Asia
are all now difficult for buyers,
and Ms Graham noted that the
smoothing potential offered by
global programmes has receded.
“But there is definitely a place
for them, particularly if you can get
around some of the taxation issues
and work needed to make them
compliant,” she added.
One of the concerns for risk and
insurance managers is how far the
rate rises and withdrawal of capacity
will go. “I don’t really know
ultimately where this is all going to
lead. My biggest concern is that it is
still difficult and is getting worse,”
said Ms Graham.
“Insurance is built on a foundation
of trust and once you start to lose
trust, you lose partnership, in a
deteriorating market. It is not
a great prospect. So, I remain
optimistic but the writing on the
wall is not great,” she continued.
The question of whether Covid-19
has triggered this behaviour was
rejected by most of the risk and
insurance managers surveyed,
who believe this trend was well
underway and unrelated to the
pandemic. However, they did
agree that the pandemic is likely to
change insurance requirements from

insureds and they are hoping that
insurance companies will recognise
that and will prove agile enough.
Working within the aviation
industry, Andreas Frei, global head
of risk management and insurance
at Swissport, said his organisation
faced massive turmoil and continues
to suffer the fallout from pandemic
related disruptions.
“We did not have business
interruption cover for a pandemic
and suspect that even if it was on
offer now, insurance premiums
would compete against cost for
additional liquidity,” said Mr Frei.
He questioned, however, the longterm sense of insurers’ insistence to
drive prices up just at a time their
customers are struggling financially.
“Trust in insurers will suffer by
their insistence to drive up rates
and even withdraw capacity that
we see in many lines of business.
These spikes will eventually lead to
corresponding reactions once the
market softens again. On other lines
however, insurers are demonstrating
support and empathy, thereby
nurturing a healthy partnership.”
“Insurers are having a kneejerk reaction,” warned Carsten
Schirmeisen, head, group insurance
and risk financing at LafargeHolcim.
“They are introducing cuts in
capacity across sectors and raising
rates regardless of your previous
history and relationship. Their
clients who survive will not forget
this.”
The group agreed that financial
lines, including cyber and D&O
covers, are being impacted most
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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on a foundation
of trust and once
you start to lose
trust, you lose
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severely. One of the risk managers
complained that their credit
insurance programme had proved
very difficult to sort – and that was
back at the beginning of the year
and was a sign that the problem
was not related to Covid-19.
As Mr Schirmeisen said: “In
previous years you may have got
€25m in cover, but now it is just
€15m or even €10m. They say
they want to spread the risk more,
but they are reducing their overall
exposure.”
Other risk managers also
wondered about some of the
underwriting decisions. One,
not from the aviation sector
or any other oil-related sector,
said: “Sometimes we are seeing
the weirdest of questions. I was
asked the other day to sum up
the impact of the next oil crisis.
Sometimes it is extremely hard to
understand the thought process
behind these questions.”
Mr Leeman summed up the
relationships between insureds
and insurers as like a marriage:
“You get on well at some points,
you disagree at others. But the
relationship exists and you don’t
get divorced just because of one
argument.”
But while the insureds may not
‘divorce’ the insurance market
totally, there is also a clear warning
that trust is being eroded.
“We won’t forget this bad
behaviour,” one said. “In the future
when they are eager to get our
business, we will not be available
to them.”

MISSING
LINKS

Cyberattacks, volcanoes
and who knows what else?
Risk managers never
have just one issue to
worry about, instead
faced with myriad threats
that morph almost daily.
So, as the pandemic
struck, we asked what
else was on their risk
radars...

OTHER RISKS
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W

hile the Covid-19
pandemic impacted
every part of all our
lives, it did give risk managers an
unequalled opportunity to engage
with their boards and also to bring
other key risks into focus. So, what
were those risks?
Most of the risk managers
surveyed for Risk Frontiers Europe
2020 said there was nothing
particularly new on that list,
but there was plenty that could
not afford to be forgotten while
companies struggled to handle the
virus.
As the pandemic first hit, Carl
Leeman, chief risk officer at Katoen
Natie and vice-president of Belgian
risk management association
Belrim, warned: “People are losing
sight of other risks.”
Andreas Frei, global head of
risk management and insurance at
Swissport, also cautioned: “At the
moment we are still coping with the
impact of Covid-19 on the business,
but we also know there are other
risks out there and they could hit us
at any time.
“Can you imagine what would
happen if we were to be hit by a
global cyberattack or that there was
another volcanic eruption resulting
in a Europe-wide ash cloud? We

would hope these things won’t
happen any time soon.
“The reality is,” he continued, “it
could happen tomorrow and I am not
sure whether we would be prepared
for this.”
Risk managers were also alive to
the fact that although this has been
the first truly global pandemic since
1920, the world may not have that
long to wait before another pandemic
strikes.
There was a feeling, however, that
the risk managers and their boards
would be better prepared. As the
French risk managers pointed out,
they were better prepared for the
second lockdown in October, having
been able to use the summer months
to build reserves, stocks and to
prepare the workforce.
One of the Swiss risk managers
agreed, suggesting: “I think we are
better prepared as a result of the
pandemic and we have shown that
we can work more flexibly than

The Covid-induced
mass shift to
home working
meant businesses
made a five-year
technology leap in
the space of eight
weeks, according
to McKinsey

“We are still coping with
Covid-19... but there are
other risks out there that
could hit us at any time”
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anyone would have believed back in
January. It will stand us in good stead
when the next emergency hits.”
And yet another suggested it
was similar to dealing with natural
catastrophes, which frequently hit
in waves – the Caribbean hurricane
season, for example.

CYBER AND AI
Returning to what has already
happened, one of the first risks to
rise to the fore was how to manage
the shift to home working. Risk
managers were quick to check
in with their insurers to ensure
continuity of cover, regardless of
where an employee was based.
This quickly, however, became a
conversation about cyber threats.
Looking back through an eightmonth lens, it would be easy to
forget the scramble that many
companies went through to get their
teams up and running at home.
Cybercriminals were also reacting
fast. While McKinsey said we all
made a five-year technology leap
in the space of eight weeks, the
cybercriminals were there right
alongside, with reports suggesting a
thousand-fold surge in attacks within
days.

MISSING
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Targeting people at home was
so much easier, the criminals
found, than trying to break
through company security systems.
Companies were forced to react fast
to the new threat and, while day-today management was very much an
IT issue, the risks posed fell into the
laps of the risk managers.
As one risk manager said: “Now
we are seeing more people working
from home, we are aware that the
cyber threat has grown and needs to
be more carefully managed than ever
before.”
He said that, having bought a
cyber insurance programme for
the first time last year, he was
disheartened by the insurance market
now wanting to reduce available
capacity – just at the time when risk
managers might want it the most.
But this conversation is not just
about the growing cyber threat now.
There is also a feeling it has changed
the IT conversation for the future
too.
Sabrina Hartusch, global head of
insurance at Triumph, said: “What
we do know is that the future will
be different and there will be a sea
change in the way of working.”
She suggested that everyone
needs to consider the shift: “You
might think that heart surgeons, for
example, would be immune from
this shift. But that is not necessarily
so. Think of the advancements in
technology and robotics and we could
see a time in the not-too-distant
future where robots are operating on
people instead.”
Another risk manager was equally
concerned about artificial intelligence
(AI): “It is not the technical side
because people are thinking about
the practical – but what about the
ethical? I am very worried that
people are not paying enough
attention to the long-term risks
around what is happening.
“Who is writing the algorithm
that decides an old lady should be
hit by an autonomous vehicle rather
than the group of children? Who
decides that a machine should lift an
old person in their bed to protect the
worker’s back, but forgets the patient
needs skin-to-skin contact?”
He was very worried that the
emotional side of AI developments

is not being discussed at a highenough level and that companies are
too quick to adopt new technologies
without considering the long-term
risks.
Athina Pehrman, group risk
manager at Electrolux Professional
and chairman of the Swedish risk
management association SWERMA,
was also concerned by the way rules
were ignored in the face of a crisis,
pointing to the way that much of
the recently enacted EU General
Data Protection Regulation was
abandoned by some governments in
the face of Covid-19.
“They were very quick to say the
protections should be waived to allow
them to manage the pandemic. But
what will the next ‘emergency’ be
that means they can waive the rules?”
She also warned of global entities
gaining huge powers that individuals
and other corporates would be
powerless to compete against in the
future. “We have to watch these
developments carefully if we don’t
expect to be caught out in the
future,” she warned.

Athina Pehrman
said much of
the GDPR was
abandoned
by some
governments
in the face of
Covid-19

WHAT ELSE?
It is not just about cyber threats.
Many of the risk managers pointed
to climate change as another major
long-term threat.
For too long they said, companies
were parking climate change in
the ‘not in my lifetime’ category.
However, they said there has been
a dawning realisation that this is an
issue that cannot be ignored.
As one risk manager said: “While
climate awareness is there, there have
not been any concrete assessments
done in many companies, because it
is seen as a long-term risk and people
are struggling to work out how to
deal with it.”
Another added: “Everybody is
awake to the changing risk. We were
awake but not a lot was done. Now
people are enjoying the silence when
out walking in lockdowns, but we
were seeing drought this summer,
so the risks are being highlighted –
drinking water, for example, has been
on the risk charts for some time. But
you should not only know about the
risk, but also do something about it.
The difficulty is that some things are
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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ultimately up to the politicians and
environment rules are one of those.”
One of the Dutch risk managers
suggested: “Climate change is too
generic a term and we all have
to make it more relevant to us as
organisations or as individuals.
When people talk about a twodegree change in the next 50 years,
it is a hard concept to consider
and a very hard concept to risk
manage. We have to bring it back
to environmental scenarios to fully
understand the consequences.”
But overall, the risk managers
agreed that this is actually a good
time to approach senior managers
about their programmes – and to
bring in threats that may have been
lower down the risk register in the
past.
This may well include a
conversation about climate change
– not just in the sense of rising
temperatures or more extreme
weather events but also about the
way it might inflate other risks.
As one said: “For example, climate
change risk is about supply chain
risk. How might your supply chain
be disrupted by an extreme weather
event?”
The risk of strikes, riots and
commotions would rise if people
were fighting to access water or food,
several of the risk managers warned.
In fact, many of them hinted at
concerns around civil disobedience
or riots and the risks of escalating
tensions as communities were locked
down again – something that news
of a possible vaccine might just have
alleviated.
Another rarely discussed risk is
the impact of a year of not travelling
for business. While it might be seen
as a cost and time saving, there
are also risks if people within the
business cannot travel to keep an
eye on subsidiaries or supply chain
partners. More than that, it could
impact the business in terms of the
lost opportunity to win a contract or
engage with new potential partners.
Regardless of where the new ‘big’
risk might emerge from, all the risk
managers shared one view: thinking
outside the box both in terms of
risk management and in general
management has become the order
of the day.

BROKERSLINK
Q&A

Insurers fail in core mission
Christos Gavriel, regional manager Europe, Brokerslink, talks to Liz Booth
about the past year and the prospects going into 2021
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Liz Booth [LB]: How do you feel the
insurance sector has responded to
the Covid-19 crisis?
Christos Gavriel [CG]: Insurance,
and the rest of society, was not
prepared for a global pandemic,
despite warnings from experts
and from history. This lack of
preparation has meant that the first
priority has been survival.
In this respect, the insurance
industry has fared really
well. Insurers and insurance
intermediaries quickly switched to
working digitally and embraced
remote working. One good
example is Lloyd’s. Its underwriting
room did not close during the last
two World Wars but was totally
closed for months after March
2020, requiring a market used to
co-insuring risks with face-to-face
transactions and paper documents
to quickly move to digital trading
and documentation.
The insurance market has not
however responded well in its core
mission – that of absorbing losses
and helping society to get back on
its feet. In fact, we have failed.
Few insureds had solid pandemic
coverage on property/casualty
and states have seen little (if any)
contribution from the private
health insurance industry. Only
travel and contingency/event
cancellation insurance responded
well, lines which, as expected,
suffered great losses but provided
valuable coverage to insureds.
It is understandable that a
pandemic, coupled with substantial
turbulence in financial markets,
raises significant risks for insurers,
but these are the events where our
usefulness to society is tested; and
it is a test on which generally the

insurance market has not done
well.
The focus on the contingent
business interruption argument is
a myopic approach to the whole
problem. Few clients were interested
in pandemic coverage, despite the
relatively low premiums, before this
crisis, other than some of those with
huge events such as the Wimbledon
tennis tournament. Now, even small
event organisers want Covid-19
coverage; but unsurprisingly the
insurance market is not willing to
cover it. It is no longer a risk. It is a
certainty.

Christos Gavriel
said few clients
were interested
in pandemic
coverage before
this crisis

“The insurance market
has not responded well
in its core mission –
absorbing losses and
helping society to get back
on its feet”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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To move forward, we need to look
to economists and psychologists,
who have developed Nobel prizewinning research on how people
and markets behave under risk
and uncertainty. To this end, there
is definitely room for cooperation
between the private insurance
sector and government. Insurers
can contribute with analytics,
underwriting and processing claims
quickly; and governments can
contribute with balance sheets that
are not scrutinised on a quarterly
basis. And as for brokers, their role
should be as day-to-day adviser,
educator and dealmaker.
LB: What impact will this crisis have
on insurance pricing?
CG: Compared to the loss to society

from Covid-19, insurance industry
losses are insignificant. However,
Covid-19 has allowed the market
to address chronic underpricing in
property and casualty insurance and
created an opportunity for it to be

BROKERSLINK
Q&A

honest with risk managers, who
have been paying less than they
should for their risk.
However, our industry, again due
to survival instincts, is not working
with risk managers to bring prices
up, but is, in some cases, hardening
rates unreasonably fast, creating
problems for risk managers who
will find it hard to explain this
volatility internally.
Covid-19 presents insurance
brokers with a unique opportunity
to help clients review their insurance
partnerships by selecting long-term
partners and moderating the price
pressure. In market extremes (both
soft and hard), the best long-term
option may not be the one with the
‘best possible terms and conditions’.
The best possible terms and
conditions are in reality the ones
that sustain stable coverage and cost
across the cycle, be that hard or soft.
LB: As we head out of the
pandemic, are you seeing changing
working patterns?
CG: With the pandemic’s second

wave ravaging Europe, it is too
early to predict post-pandemic
changes, outside of the move
to remote working and digital
processing. Its impact on how
global supply chains are set up
is also likely to be limited, as the
driving force will remain cost
savings rather than remote risks.

That said, in terms of the
evolution of supply chains and the
survival of clients, the key will be
resilience. Those who plan and
execute well will survive and come
out stronger; others may fail.

Grounded planes
in Warsaw,
Poland during
the pandemic:
aviation is one of
several sectors hit
particularly hard
by lockdowns

LB: Are there risks that are in
danger of being forgotten because
of the pandemic?
CG: The urgency of dealing with

the pandemic has meant that other
emerging risks have taken a back
seat. Climate change, as a risk, is
clearly losing out, particularly as
pollution levels have reduced during
the pandemic, encouraging some
key world leaders to see the matter
as less urgent. However, climate
change is a global risk and one the
insurance industry has a role to play
in if society finally decides to act.
Cyber is probably higher on the
immediate agenda, with remote
working and digitalisation creating
new exposures, which cannot
be mitigated through internal
controls. The pandemic is also
helping to crystallise what cyber
risks are, which will help brokers
design improved coverage, insurers
understand their exposure better
and clients get valuable risk transfer.
LB: How are different lines of
business developing across the
European region?
CG: The European region is
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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probably the most diverse insurance
market in the world, with a host
of different countries, languages,
legal regimes and insurance
sophistication. With the hardening
of the insurance market, the idea
of a single European market is also
being challenged as insurers focus
more on their home market.
This contraction causes problems
to specialist classes such as severity
professional indemnity, D&O, cyber,
high value property, specialist SME
property and contingency.
The pandemic is also putting
specific industries under the
spotlight, with healthcare liability
hardening significantly. And on the
clients’ side, some industries are
being particularly hard hit by the
lockdowns, such as hotels, leisure
and aviation, bringing the survival
of small and medium-sized clients
into question.
Covid-19 also coincides with
Brexit, another challenge in
Europe, and one that brings further
contraction on the supply side. Most
regional insurers are ready for Brexit
from a regulation standpoint, but
from an operational point of view
there is still excessive reliance on
London and the English language.
Managing Brexit in an
environment where people cannot
travel and meet in person is an
additional pain point we could have
lived without.

RISK
MANAGEMENT
ROLE

A starring role or
best support?
Risk managers across Europe have been reassessing their position in the wake of the
Covid-19 pandemic. While some have taken a starring role, others feel they are best in
support. Unfortunately for some, there have also been a number who were sidelined
completely through the crisis and furloughed from their jobs

ROLES

wide open to the main board as
never before and they have a unique
news@commercialriskonline.com
opportunity to raise other issues that
would have previously had little
attention.
t seems that for risk managers,
Climate change is an example of
the pandemic has worked in
this. As one risk manager said: “I
several ways. Some risk managers can now talk about other long-term
were furloughed and played little
issues that had been in the ‘not
part in the management of the event, in my lifetime or tenure’ bucket.
while others were catapulted into the People knew they should have them
middle of crisis management.
on the radar but could not envisage
And a third group was involved in them impacting any time soon
establishing the business continuity
and there have always been more
plans but had a minimal day-toimmediate concerns.
day role to play as the pandemic
unfurled.
Overall, the consensus was,
however, that the value of risk
management has been highlighted
to main boards across the continent.
Some of the risk managers reported,
for example, that they have a door

I

Risk managers
said they have a
door wide open to
the main board as
never before

“Cyber and even climate
change will be in more
focus for companies
recovering from Covid-19”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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“Climate change and pandemic
risks had been in that bucket for us
but now the seemingly impossible
has happened, everyone is alive to
the risk of other things happening
too.”

HOLISTIC
The pandemic has once again proven
that risk management needs to be
enterprise-wide and holistic to be
truly effective, said many of the risk
managers taking part in this year’s
Risk Frontiers Europe survey.
“For most larger companies such
as our own, the rise of the pandemic
will probably not mean other
important risks are pushed to the
background because risk is looked at
holistically, not as one single risk in
isolation. Risks such the pandemic
have multiple impacts, as has been
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shown by the rise of cyber incidents
directly related to the pandemic,”
said Alexander Mahnke, president
of German risk association
GVNW and CEO insurance at SFS
Insurance at Siemens.
Others suggested that the
pandemic will actually intensify
the focus on other risks, such as
cyber, as companies seek the most
effective ways of emerging from the
crisis. The cultural impact of the
crisis and the rise of a new, perhaps
more risk-aware, approach to life
cannot be ignored, said another risk
manager.
Matthias Beck, manager of group
risk and insurance at Germany’s
Ludwigsburg-based Würth Group,
believes “I expect these risks are
not in danger of being forgotten.
In some ways they may be pushed
forwards. Cyber, for example, and
even climate change will be in more
focus for companies recovering from
Covid-19.
“In the new normal, ecological
aspects in public transportation,
travel and in your personal life –
risk management will play a major
role. All in all, there is also some
kind of mind change, which is good
and will hopefully continue after
this spooky situation is over.”
However, many of the risk
managers surveyed stressed that
a risk manager is not a crisis
manager. “It is not really a role
for risk managers, because the risk
has materialised. What we are
concerned with are the financial
ramifications on the business,” said
one of the Dutch risk managers.
A risk manager can only attempt
to set the appropriate course in the
run-up to such a pandemic on the
basis of past experience, said some,
although others believed risk and
insurance management should be
part of the crisis management team,
supporting communication across
the operation.
Overall, risk managers across
the continent believed every
business should have an up-to-date,
relevant, and stress-tested business
continuity strategy and plan for
times of operational disruption.
Many believed the risk manager
has a dual role. Firstly to plan and
implement lessons learned from this

shock, but then also in guiding the
implementation of the plan through
the voice of the senior leadership in
the business.
“While this is being
implemented, the risk manager
should be assessing all operations to
understand the emergent risks as a
result of the pandemic/significant
disruption. This regular assessment
of emergent risks can then be used
to advise the senior leadership of
the current level of threat to the
business, so immediate action can
be taken in line with the business
continuity plan,” one risk manager
said.

Matthias Beck
said cyber and
even climate
change will be
in more focus
for companies
recovering from
Covid-19

OUT OF THE LOOP
But what of those risk managers
who were furloughed, or given paid
leave, at the start of the pandemic?
They were not involved in any
stage.
As one said: “It felt very strange
to come back to the business
three months into the crisis. I was
no longer part of the ‘gang’, as I

“It was a fantastic
opportunity to get to
know the board and
management and to show
your competence as a risk
manager”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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had not gone through the crisis
management and could not feel
that I had contributed to our
survival.”
Jennie Wallin, a consultant
with KPMG, added: “A lot of risk
managers in Sweden were put onto
short-term leave, which is very
surprising because they should be
considered a valuable resource in a
crisis.”
However, overall, the Swedish
risk managers felt that the
crisis had given them a unique
opportunity to engage with the
board and senior management
and to show the value of risk
management.
Athina Pehrman, group risk
manager for Electrolux Professional
and chairman of the Swedish Risk
Management Association, summed
it up as “a fantastic opportunity
to get to know the board and
management and to show your
competence as a risk manager,
to have a chance to explain risk
management and how it can
support the business”, adding: “I
hope risk management colleagues
are able to take the opportunity to
do just that.”
Henrik Pääjärvi, risk and
insurance manager at Elekta in
Sweden, added: “We all believed
risk management was important
but now we know it is. We had
never realised just how important it
32
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was until this crisis. Should another
pandemic happen, we would all
know to react much quicker.”

TECHNOLOGY
For many businesses, the pandemic
has thrown up wider questions
around the use of technology and
the role of risk management.
Paul Rowland, senior partner at
Invictus Risk Solutions in the UK,
linked those two threads: “Covid-19
and the spectre of future supervirus
pandemics will throw risk managers
into a situation where they will
immediately need to apply skills
and strategies to attend multiple
incidents of unknown origin,
which are unpredictable in nature
and hugely damaging to life and
commerce.
“Going forward, I believe that
risk managers will need to insist on
significant technology investment to
access and monitor on a daily basis
all information channels in real time
and to be able to communicate with
all senior management and staff
simultaneously.
“This will enable the risk
manager to apply up-to-date
information against analysis of
the previous Covid-19 pandemic,
to generate a risk model that
determines an outcome and offers

the best strategy and solution to
protect the people and commerce of
their organisation. Never before will
a risk manager have played a more
vital role in the future wellbeing of
each company,” he concluded.
His views were echoed by
many others across the continent,
as the risk managers said the
crisis had made them and their
company reassess the role of risk
management. Everyone had a
unique perspective. For example,
one Belgian risk manager explained
that his company divided the crisis
into two. Firstly, there was the
health crisis and managing staff
around the world, both trying to
prevent the spread of the disease
and managing those who were sick.
Secondly, there was risk managing
the state of the business, from
supporting struggling supply chains
to financial survival.
Again, every company has had a
very different experience, much of
that depending on the location of
the business and also according to
which sector they operate in.
Those in hospitality, travel
and tourism have been impacted
directly. Some smaller companies
have become dependent on
government interventions for
survival, while others have had
sufficient reserves.
Going forward, they may well
put risk management to the fore,
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but the first priority will be simply
surviving until the pandemic is over
and some sense of normality returns.

LEARNING LESSONS

The hospitality
sector has been
hit harder than
most by the
Covid-19 crisis
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Most of the risk managers were
acutely aware that larger firms were
in much better shape to survive
such a crisis, but it does pose new
risks in terms of their supply chains
and their customers. Raising those
strategic issues are very much seen
as the risk manager’s role, as will
be helping companies to learn the
lessons.
As one risk manager said: “The
speed and impact of Covid-19 has
been staggering and now the focus
will be on planning and how it could
have been mitigated against.
“Risk managers will have a critical
role in communicating and making
sure we have the right stakeholders
in the room – and that should
include both risk and insurance
managers.”
Going forward, many of the risk
managers pointed to greater use of
scenario testing, assessing the key
risks and how they might impact.
Above all, they agreed, the
key will be in remaining nimble
and adapting to ensure business
continuity. “As risk managers, that
means going back to the basics and
making sure we do those well,” one
said.

WORKING
FOLIO
FROM HOME

How do you like your new
work colleagues?
Working in the spare room, sharing office space with toddlers and competing for wifi bandwidth
with teenagers have all become part of normal life for millions of Europeans. But how do the
risk managers view emerging risks from the enforced working-from-home regimes?

WORK
news@commercialriskonline.com

Z

oom, Teams – all new words
in the lexicon of 2020, along
with Covid-19, blended
working and even, for some,
pandemic. This year has changed
a lot for all of us and continues to
challenge the accepted norms.
Nobody can be surprised by the
concept of home working now.
Millions of us across Europe had no
choice but to retreat into our homes
in March and even now millions
of us are back at those home office
desks.

As the World Economic Forum
(WEF) said, while a teleworking
revolution had been predicted
intermittently for more than
four decades, it never really
materialised. Figures from
representative labour force surveys
show that, until the Covid-19
crisis, only about one in 20 people
employed in the EU27 usually
worked from home in 2019 – a

Millions of people
across Europe
found themselves
working from
home due to the
pandemic

“We had to go back over
all our employee contracts
and make sure the wording
was fit for purpose”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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proportion that had remained
largely constant since 2009.
The lucky small percentage
already had a home office setup
as the pandemic and government
lockdowns struck, but for many the
first scramble was to get hold of a
proper office chair, desk and even
a working space. Stories of people
perched on a spare bed, at the
kitchen table or with computers
on their laps abounded as we
struggled to cope.
For risk managers, the first job
was in support as HR teams and
IT experts battled to establish new
ground rules for home working.
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Some chose to ask staff to leave
their office desks and commute
home for one final time complete
with the office chair and even the
desktop computer.
Others chose to give staff a
budget to source their own chairs
and desks, while others transferred
the company travel budget to
provide all their staff with work
computers, complete with the
necessary security.
A survey from Eurofound
estimated that close to 40% of
those currently working in the
EU began to telework full time
as a result of the pandemic. For
comparison, before the outbreak
just 15% of those employed in
the EU teleworked regularly or
occasionally.
The question for risk managers
quickly became whether or not
this was ‘the new normal’ and
what risks would emerge from it.
A recent JRC study provided a
rough estimation of approximately
26% of people employed in sectors
in which the physical presence
of workers is not essential for
maintaining activity; and thus
are likely to be teleworking in the
context of the Covid-19 crisis.
And a survey of just under
1,000 firms by the UK’s Institute
of Directors showed that 74%
plan on maintaining the increase
in home working. More than half
of the firms planned on reducing
their long-term use of workplaces
and a smaller survey of bosses
whose firms had already cut
workplace use suggested 44% of
them thought working from home
was proving “more effective”.

NEW RISKS
For risk managers, the challenge
was ensuring that their
organisations considered all the new
risks from home working. These
included the physical risks of not
sitting properly at the improvised
desk, through to mental health
issues from being alone too much.
But is also included cyber
risks and the risk of missed
opportunities, as teams failed to

maximise those opportunities
through a lack of communication.
There were also concerns about
how to onboard new team
members, say goodbye to valued
employees, keep those furloughed
in the loop and how to mentor
younger employees.
There was also the huge
difference between office and nonoffice workers to contend with.
As Sabrina Hartusch, global head
of insurance at Triumph, stressed:
“As risk managers we are all office
based, so it was much easier for
us to work from home. But some
people simply could not work from
home and all of us have supply
chains; and somewhere down those
chains, there will be people who
could not work from home.
“I think many people had real
challenges in adapting to the

Sabrina Hartusch
said many
people had real
challenges in
adapting to the
new environment

“There is a balance. We
cannot do everything
from home and the
pandemic has shown that
very clearly”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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new environment. Think of a
production facility in a tropical
country that is no longer allowed
to have the air conditioning system
on – that is one example, but
there are plenty of examples of real
hardship.”
Adri van der Waart, director,
global insurance Arcadis, believes
there will be a new balance in the
future. “I have colleagues working
from home, I have others in the
office. There is a balance. We
cannot do everything from home
and the pandemic has shown that
very clearly.
“We have to have connections
between people,” he continued.
“Those face-to-face meetings are
very important and will remain
somehow.”
That return to work also raised
some questions. One risk manager
pointed to the fact that, within
his own team, he had those
desperate to get back to work and
equally those who were afraid that
commuting to work would expose
them to an unacceptable risk.
He said that all companies
were having to assess employees
on almost an individual basis.

WORKING
FROM HOME

For those where home working
was impossible – such as in the
manufacturing sector – the risk
around maintaining the good
health and welfare of staff was
extremely high on the risk register.
For many, as described by one
Swiss risk manager, the challenge
was also in contracts.
“We had to go back over all our
employee contracts,” he said, “and
make sure the wording was fit for
purpose to cover our staff when
working at home.”

SWITCHING OFF
Another issue that quickly
emerged was ‘working hours’.
At the start of the first round of
government lockdowns, many
were complaining of stress and
tiredness from the combination
of having to learn new ways of
working while keeping the day
job going and balancing the needs
of family, from children no longer
at school to elderly parents who
needed support.

Second time round, the
experience of the first lockdown
has helped immensely, the risk
managers reported, but there is
still the question of balancing work
hours when theoretically available
at all hours at home.
The Washington Post recently
reported on the so-called ‘right to
disconnect’, which predated the
pandemic in much of Europe. The
concept, first legislated in France in
2017, limits how much employees
can be made to answer phone calls
and emails outside working hours.
Now, legislators across Europe
are discussing how they can
preserve worker protections when
people are working from home full
time.

Many countries
are looking into
legislation to give
workers the ‘right
to disconnect’
when working
from home

“We are beginning to see
a growing concern among
workers that they won’t
be able to go back to the
workplace”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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Esther Lynch, deputy general
secretary of the European Trade
Union Confederation, explained:
“Before Covid-19, all of the
emphasis of the discussion was to
persuade employers that work was
capable of being done from home.
Now, we are beginning to see a
growing concern among workers
that they won’t be able to go back
to the workplace, but the new
normal will be that the employer
will like the idea of them working
from home, mostly as a way of
saving money.”
Across Europe, governments are
looking into this. For example,
in Spain, draft legislation would
also establish a ‘right to a flexible
schedule’, while setting clear
hours when workers are expected
to be available. The bill is
expected to state that choosing
to work remotely should not
mean accepting a loss in pay,
job stability or opportunities for
promotion.
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Greece, too, has drafted remoteworking legislation. In addition
to defining work hours and
addressing expenses, the Greek bill
would ban the use of cameras that
some employers adopted to make
sure their employees were actually
putting in their hours; require
employers to respect the private
lives of remote workers; and create
a remote-work division within
the country’s labour compliance
agency.
Ireland is also in the middle of a
public consultation process to draft
guidelines for remote working,
as part of a broader push to
encourage the habit even after the
pandemic is over.
Irish Deputy Prime Minister Leo
Varadkar was quoted as saying:
“If done right, the benefits will
be huge – reduced business costs,
better work-life balance especially
for parents, less traffic, lower
emissions and time saved on the
commute.”
With this shift come huge
cultural changes, according to
Antje Mehrtens, director of
corporate insurance at Mahle
International. “There will be big
cultural lessons about work styles.
Some companies initially refused
to allow home working. This is not
tenable and the whole process of
digitalisation is accelerating.
“All companies will take this
seriously, looking ahead. I assume
almost every company at least has
now implemented an emergency
response plan, which includes, for
example, replicating teams in the
office and at home, a resilient IT
network, stockpiling of masks,
social distancing and the like,” she
added.
In the UK, risk managers
reported a huge adjustment as
many companies either furlough
staff, have them working from
home, or try to bring limited
numbers back into the working
space. A second lockdown earlier
this month has reversed many of
those plans, however.
It has required tremendous
agility from companies, said the
risk managers. Firms have had to

“There will be big cultural
lessons about work
styles. Some companies
initially refused to allow
home working. This is not
tenable and the whole
process of digitalisation is
accelerating”
rely on the goodwill and flexibility
of their employees to keep the
business going.
While risk managers reported a
huge surge in understanding from
the boards of the value of their
people, it has not always been easy
to communicate this to those at
the coalface.

THE FUTURE NOW
Some see this as merely an
acceleration of what was already
underway. As another of the
British risk managers reported,
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Prime Minister
Leo Varadkar has
said that if done
right, the benefits
of home working
will be huge
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McKinsey has suggested the
lockdown accelerated the trend
of digitalisation by five years in
a matter of weeks, and the same
thing has happened for the trend of
flexible and home working.
“People were already choosing
to work at home once a week and
going forward I think we will see
that expand to two or three days
a week,” said another of the risk
managers. But even the die-hard
supporters of home working do
acknowledge the challenges,
which should be factored in by any
organisation.
“Meeting people face to face does
help build relationships, which is
harder to do by Zoom. I wonder
how it will affect our ongoing
relationships, particularly with the
insurance market.
“Will insurance buying become
more transactional? How will we
engage directly with the insurers
in the future?” asked one risk
manager.
Going forward, most risk
managers agreed that a mix of
38
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working at home and in the office
was the most likely outcome.
The so-called blended option
was cited by many of the risk
managers, who said that working
from home (once the children were
back to school) could often give
them uninterrupted working time,
while visits to the office would
always be essential for meetings
and those water-cooler moments.
As the WEF said: “The majority
of teleworkable jobs require
extensive social interaction, which
often make working remotely
sub-optimal. Even the most
sophisticated videoconference
systems are unlikely to match the
quality of face-to-face interactions,
be it for medical advice,
counselling, teaching, and so on.”
On this basis, the WEF
estimates that only 13% of
employment in Europe is in
teleworkable occupations that
involve no or limited social
contact, and can in principle be
carried out remotely with no
or limited loss of quality. The
remaining 24% of technically
teleworkable jobs involve extensive
social interaction and thus they can
only be partially provided remotely
(for instance, for some but not all
tasks) without a significant loss in
service quality.

REPUTATIONAL RISK
Ms Mehrtens also warned there
would be reputational risk
linked to the way the workforce
is managed through the crisis.
Although she believes that
German companies have done
relatively well so far, she suggested
companies and their risk managers
would do well to keep this risk in
sharp focus looking ahead.
“Reputational risk is another
potential risk from such a crisis,”

THE SWEDISH EXPERIENCE

According to media reports across
Europe, it appeared that Sweden
was taking a very different path
from the rest of the continent by not
locking everything down and instead
encouraging people to carry on much
as before, with a few restrictions.
However, contrary to that image
outside of Sweden, the country did
effectively lock down, said the risk
managers taking part in the Risk
Frontiers Europe 2020 survey.
“The only difference was that
some of the younger children were
able to continue at school, but even
high-school children and students
were all sent home. And offices were
quick to send their staff home to
work,” said one risk manager.
Generally speaking, they said
most companies were quickly able to
convert from office to home working
and they believe it has paved the way
for a new way of working. After the
pandemic risk fades, they believe
that home working will become “the
new normal” – but probably as a mix
of home and office working.
However, Athina Pehrman,
group risk manager for Electrolux

Professional and chairman of
the Swedish Risk Management
Association, has some concerns.
“In the future, I fear we will be
seeing some health issues – staff
who have been working too hard, for
too long or have not been using the
right equipment,” she said.
As the pandemic broke, she said,
the priority was to get people up
and running and they were able to
borrow equipment such as chairs
from the office. But now, she says
a longer-term solution will be
needed and the risk team is already
discussing how this can work with
HR.
Henrik Pääjärvi, risk and
insurance manager at Elekta, said
that by the summer he was back
in the office but only with a small
group of colleagues and with many
new health and safety measures in
place.
As a provider of critical medical
equipment, his firm has had to keep
going through the crisis, servicing
clients around the world, and the
need to keep visiting the office was
essential, he concluded.

she said, “if a company does not
react or handle it well, particularly
in relation to the workforce,
health of employees and the like.
Generally, I do not think this

“This is also an opportunity to redirect and
retrain your workforce, for example in the
auto sector to the production of electrical
engines. It is a catalyst for change”
Risk Frontiers Europe 2020
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has been a problem in Germany
through this crisis, as German
companies and the government
reacted well. But I suspect you will
see some companies using this as
an excuse to reduce the workforce,
which could become a problem.
“Having said that, this is also an
opportunity to redirect and retrain
your workforce, for example in the
auto sector to the production of
electrical engines. It is a catalyst for
change,” she concluded.

